L. Introduction
Let G be a domain in R', n>2,G*Rn, R+:{x€Rl: r=0} and 7et u: G* *R+u {0} be a continuous function. Then rz is said to satisfy the Harnack inequality or to be a Harnack functionif there are constants ,1((0, 1) and C1=1 such that the inequality (1.1) holds wheneyer B" (r, r)cG. Let now that there exists a smallest constant F (cf. 17, p. 161) such that for all u (1.2) max ulz) max u(z\ < C, min u(z\ 6 ,r(x, )"r) \ / '" ptt7x,Ar) \ '/ I'*fr be a compact set in G. It is well-known C(f) *C t depending only on n, Ä, C r., and satisfying (1.1) The number C(f) will be termed the Harnack constant of F. The class of functions satisfying (1.1) is wide: it includes non-negative harmonic functions as well as nonnegative solutions of some elliptic equations (cf. t7l). In particular, the partial differential equations associated with quasiregular mappings belong to this family of elliptic equations ([9] , [15] ). The purpose ofthe present paper is to studythe boundary behavior ofHarnack functions at an individual boundary point. The main toolwe will use is a sharp upper bound of the Harnack constant proved in Section 3. Some related upperbounds in the case of harmonic functions were proved by Köhn [11] and Beleckaja and Landkof [3] . The upper bound of C(F) in Section 3 depends on n, )", C 7, and the quasihyperbolic diameter of F. Preliminary results about the quasihyperbolic metric are given in Section 2.The main results are presented in Sections 4 and 6. In Section 4 we assume thata Harnackfunction of Ai tends to 0 either through a sequence of points converging to the origin or through a curve terminating at the origin, and wish to prove that the function has an angular limit 0 at the origin. Several Some results in this paper, including Theorems 4.5 and 6.13, although analogous withknown boundaryproperties of some otherclasses of functions(cf. [4] , [13] , [17] ), are perhaps new even for harmonic functions in the plane. A Harnack function need not satisfy a maximum principle, i.e., it need not be monotone in the sense of Lebes- gue. In [19] some results related to this paper were proved in the case of monotone ACL' functions with a finite Dirichlet integral.
Preliminary results
2.1. For x€R", n>-2, and r>0 let B"(x, r):{z(R': lz-xl'=r}, ,Sn-1(x, r):
08"(x,r), B"(r):8"(O,r), S"-L1r1:63'(r), B"=B(1), and So-t:08". The standard coordinate unit vectors &ta €11 ...,en.Tf AcRo, let Aa-{x:(xr, ...,x,,)€A:
,r,=0).ThehyperbolicmetricqinRlisdefinedbytheelementoflength dp:ldxllx,.
If x€R! and M=0, we write D(x,M):{z€R"*: g(z,x)-tr'[]. A basic fact is that the hyperbolic balls are euclidean ones, and for instance (2.2) D(te,,, l{) : B"((f cosh M)€n, t sinh fuI) for t >0. Let x, !€ Ri . formula (2.3) The geodesic curve joining aqR'* to åe R| lies on an circular arc through a and b, perpendicular to åR!. Making use of this fact one calculates for «€ (0, 112) As in the case n-2 12, Theorem 6,3.1 (ii)1, we have the coshq(x,-7): ,*W. (2.4) g{n,, (cos u) 16,2.11 it was proved that l ''ao)l ko(x, y) = lr., rt(x) l, (2.6) r _ Ix_yl) k"(x,l) = logtl , d(x) ), for x, y(G. Here equality holds if G:R"+ and x:en, y:t€n, t>1, and hence the bounds are sharp. For x€G and yCB"(x,d(*)) we have [18, 2.11] (2.7)
ko(x,y)=,"r(r*7ffi7) 2.8. Remarks. (1) If G:Ri, the quasihyperbolic metric is the same as the ordinaryhyperbolicmetric q.lf G:8", then pl2<k3,5q, where g is the ordinary hyperbolic metric of 8", dS:2ldxll!-lrl').
(2) lt y is a curve in G, then ke(D=s(y)ld(y,0G), where,r (7) is the euclidean length of y. (3) If f'cc is compact and connected, k6(F) has an upper bound in terms of d(F)ld(F,äG) and the dimension n (cf. [18, 2.18] , [16, 6.9] (2) There exists an (a,b,l)-admissible family with at most l*k6(a,b)fc,c:
Proof. Part (1) was proved in [18, 2. 
(tr a 2)l(r-t))r"r. by u(x) -Ad(x, 0G)", A=0, c*0. Because x€8" (y, )'d(y)), u satisfies (1. 1) with C t: for all x,y(G where t:ke@,flllog «1+3,,,y(1 +),)). For G:Ro+, t:Q(x,y)l rog ((1+))lQ-),)). 3.5. Remark. An estimate related to 3.4 was obtained by Beleckaja and Landkof [3] in the case of harmonic functions. The upper bound in [3] is given in terms of the numbers , fi(x,.v) : inf {s(y)ld(y,0G)}, fr(F): sup {B(x, y); x, yQ.F}, where the infimum is taken over all rectifiable curves ycG. Let now G:Rl , Fr:{eo,ten}, t((0,1). The upper bound logC(f,)=nB(Fr):n(l-t)lt is obtainable from [3] while Lemma 3.3 yields logC(F)=flQ.,C)(log(Ut)+l) (cf. (2.6)).
For n:2 there are sharp results due to Köhn [11] in the case of harmonic functions.
We shall now introduce a convenient way of constructing Harnack functions with the aid of the quasihyperbolic metric. The first application of this construction will produce a lower bound of the Harnack constant associated with the class of functions satisfying (1.1) for fixed .t€(0, 1) and C^>1. For the case G:Rl use (2.12) in place of (2.7 «1+,ty(l-,t)). For E((0, rl2) let F*:lx*, xzo-r), where xr:(cos E, sin E).
We have a lower bound for C (Fr) c(Fr) =-u(x:" -:) : 2n-E = I for E€e,rl2).
-u(xr) E -E and there exists a number ,t€(0, 1) such that lbo*;l=Älbol for all k, then u has an angular limit 0 at the origin.
Proof. Fix rlt€(E,nl2). For t>0 let A(t):91{/1^(B'(t)\E'(,1/)). We give examples of Harnack functions having an angular limit 0 but no limit at the origin. 4.4. Examples. (1) Define u: R2**p* in the polar coordinates (r,9) by u(r, E):ylsin q, E€(0, n), r>Q. After some calculation we see that u satisfies (l.l) with C^:«1+,ty(l -1))'. Clearly uhas an angular limit 0 at the origin, but no limit at 0, because u(llk, llkz)-*, k**. A corresponding bounded function (cf. 3.2 (2)) is ul@-tt). (1) FocRX12-o'-", 2-o'1, Fn*0R\ j-0, 1,...,P ap+j, 0= j=p, t'n€.z.
aS P* *.
Q) e(F, Fr*r)*-' (3) The projection of d on R equals R.
( ) The euclidean length of each component of F, is 2-p. (5) jgf a@!, Fil-@ as p+ 6.
Let F:l);=rFr. The function uu:Rz**Ä+ has no angular limit by (3) , but has an asymptotic value 0 at every point of åR|, by (4), (5), and (2), and finally has no other asymptotic values bV Q) and (1 [9] ).
For instance the functions in 4.2 and 4.9 (2) have inflnite Dirichlet integrals, a fact, which follows from the results of [19] or can verified by direct calculation.
Uniform continuity and uniform Harnack inequality
In this section we will discuss a uniform Harnack inequality and characterize the functions satisfying the uniform Harnack inequality by means of uniform continuity. fx-ylld(x) = exp {k"(x, y)}-1.
Because Ct"-l as l.*0 the uniform continuity follows from (5.5) and (5.6). We now prove that (2) whenever ko@,y)=2log (1/ (1-1) ), ,,!€G. In particular, we get by (5.7) ,Wi,tu(w) = exp (D1) ,eiX,.,"(*)
as desired.
It remains to be shown that Q) and (3) are equivalent. But this equivalence follows from the definition of o. Note that | | in (3) is the absolute value. The proof is complete.
We next give an example of a uniformly continuous function u:(R?*,q)* (R*, I l). Such functions will be studied in Section 6. (6.2) lg ru((G\ E,)nB"(xo, r)) r-n -0
for every e =0, where B":{xQG: d(f(*),a)=e}. 6 .3. Measure densities.Let EcN be a measurable set and x(Ro. The upper measure density of E at x is defined to be on*(E, x) : ligsoup m(EnB1x, r))(a,r\-r, where On:m(B') and the lower measure density ?I(E,x) is the corresponding liminf. lf 0n*(E,x):0i(E,x), this common value is the measure density 0"(E,x) ofEatx.
The next lemma is a standard result from measure theory. It was presented without proof in [16] . A proof will be supplied here, because (3) Suppose that f: G*Ro is locally integrable, that l/(x)l--M<* for x€G andthatfhas an approximate limit a at xo€G\{-}. We show that/has an essential value or at xo as well. In fact, let .E be the set in Lemma 6.4 . We obtain r, : I lf@)-ia* = I l"f(*)-o4*+Mm((c\E)(xo,r). Letting r*0 yields the desired conclusion, since 0'(G\8, xo):O.
It follows from (4.6) that if a continuous function of Ri has an angular limit a at 0, then it has an approximate limit a at 0 as well.
6.8. Remark. Applying6.4one can easily construct continuous bounded functions having an approximate limit but no asymptotic value, and hence no angular limit, at a given boundary point.
We shall show that for functions uniformly continuous with respect to g, an approximate fimit implies an angular limit. For this purpose the following geometrical lemma is needed. 6.9. Lemma. Let Ec.Rny be a measurable set such that 0"(Rn*\E,0):0 and let L be a line through the origin. Then there exists a sequence (a1)QL1 such that a**0, la*l>lao*rl>0 and la1,-asrlllaol*0, and a sequence (b)cE such that bi*O and. lat-arl<lat-ai-rl, q(a;,b)*0, q(bi,biar)-0. In view of (2.3) it is a matter of easy verification to show that the desired conditions are satisfied.
The following result can be proved in the same way. 
